ABSTRACT. We announce a result concerning the continuous differentiability of the unknown boundary curve defined by a weak solution of the one-dimensional two-phase Stefan problem.
following the work of S. L. Kamenomostskaja [6] , introduced the notion of a weak solution of a Stefan problem and established existence and uniqueness theorems (in «-dimensions) for such solutions. In [5] , he considered the case H=1 in more detail and obtained certain continuity properties of weak solutions. However, the question of whether weak solutions are actually classical remained open. The objective of the present work is to provide an affirmative answer to this question.
Friedman 
where u(x, t) > 0, = -a + f$ 2 u{x, 0 where u(x, t) < 0, = some measurable function of(x, t) with range £ [-a, 0] where u(x, t) = 0. We may now state our main result. THEOREM 9 u x {s{t)±0 9 t) are well defined, bounded and continuous for 0<*_ T and (2) ai(0 = -u x {s{t) ~ 0, 0 + uMO + 0, 0 (0 < * = T).
Let u{x 9 t) and s{t) satisfy (b)-(h) of Theorem 1, and assume {without loss of generality) that s{t) is continuous for 0 = f_ T. Then s{t) is continuously differentiable for 0<t^T
In particular, Theorems 1 and 2 guarantee the existence of a unique classical solution without the size restrictions on the data which were imposed in [3] .
The first step in the proof of Theorem 2 is to show that s{t) satisfies a Holder condition with exponent 3/4.
LEMMA. Let u{x 9 t) and s{t) be as in Theorem 2. Then there exists a constant M such that
The Lemma puts us in position to utilize the following result concerning the boundary behavior of the derivative of a solution of the heat equation which vanishes on a nonsmooth boundary curve. . This is done by using the energy relation together with the uniform convergence result of Theorem 3.
